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D&D Consulting becomes part of Technology Capital Investment
Group
~ Transaction provides springboard for service offering expansion ~
Albany, New York (July 12, 2010) Technology Capital Investors (TCI) today announced the acquisition
of Albany technology solutions firm, D&D Consulting Ltd. The agreement effective June 24th, 2010,
allows TCI to further extend their geographical reach to the Capital Region.
D&D Consulting will continue to provide technology integration services for mid-market and enterprise
clients. In addition, D&D will expand their existing service portfolio to utilize TCI resources, including
their enterprise class cloud computing offerings, hosted solutions, and a suite of managed services.
Christopher Labatt-Simon, previous CEO of D&D Consulting Ltd., becomes Executive Vice President
and remains a shareholder in the organization. He commented, “Becoming part of TCI’s group of
companies is a great strategic move for D&D. We are seeing organizations in all sectors rapidly migrate
towards cloud, hosted models, and hybrid solutions”.
“D&D is an excellent fit within Technology Capital Investors’ existing portfolio. I am delighted to be
able to work with D&D Consulting, an organization with a pedigree of delivering innovative technology
services,” Samuel Attias, Founder and Managing Director of Technology Capital Investors commented.
“Cloud computing is the future and, while not every organization is ready to move to an outsourced
model, the combination of skills and services between our two organizations will mean that we are able to
provide unrivalled flexibility of solution delivery to our customers.”
Together, D&D Consulting and TCI will deliver cost effective and resilient infrastructure solutions at an
enterprise level. It is expected that their new expanded cloud offerings will be launched shortly. Existing
outsourced solutions from other TCI group companies will be available immediately.
Labatt-Simon continued “We will combine our existing information technology and private cloud
services with our new public cloud computing capabilities creating solutions that drive business value for
our existing customer base and organizations in our region.”
"We focus on providing expanded resources, such as cloud computing, business and balance sheet
management and capital to further the growth of the companies we invest in," explains Attias. "Our
portfolio only includes organizations with best in class management, excellent reputations and a focus on
client service. These strengths are inherent in the fabric of D&D's service delivery model."
Attias adds, "Our intention is that D&D Consulting will become the leading technology partner in upstate
New York to guide and help organizations as they adopt outsourced infrastructure strategies, while we
will continue to drive and support their insourced requirements."
Ends:-

About Technology Capital Investors:
Technology Capital Investors is a multi-faceted investment and management group that concentrates on
IT Outsourcing companies. They are made up of a diverse group of successful technology entrepreneurs
and finance professionals. Their model is to acquire controlling stakes in target companies while keeping
existing management as shareholders and partners.” Their experiences and expertise in the IT Services
sector has helped them develop a deep understanding of how to run manage and grow IT Outsourcing
companies successfully.
About D&D Consulting:
D&D Consulting, Ltd. is customer centric IT consulting company connecting client business initiatives to
focused technology strategies and solutions. They specialize in IT infrastructure including networks,
systems, storage, information security and virtualization. They support customers throughout the
technology lifecycle with assessment, planning, design, implementation, and support services.
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